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Strengthen the official relationship between WHO/WPRO and WFPHA/ APRLO

• RD of WHO visited APRLO/CPMA
  (20140225)

• Deputy RD of WHO/WPRO visited APRLO/CPMA
  (20130927)
RD of WHO/WPRO visited APRLO/CPMA (Feb. 25 2014)
Improve Regional Academic Exchange and Cooperation

- 4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health
- 5th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health
- 1st workshop on control and prevention of infectious disease in Greater Mekong Sub-region
- 8th World Alliance for Risk Factor Surveillance Global Conference
4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(1)

Group Photo at the 4th APCPH
4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(2)
4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(3)

4th APRLO Work Meeting in Vietnam
4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(4)
4th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health
5th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health
President James Chauvin gave an opening remark at the 5th APCPH.
Dr Shin Young-soo gave keynote speech at 5th APCPH.
5th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(4)

5th Asia-Pacific Conference on Public Health
Health Asia Multidisciplinary Approaches to Emerging Challenges
| April 10 [Thu] ~ 11 [Fri], 2014 | Seoul Olympic Parktel, Seoul, Korea

5th APRLO Work Meeting
5th WFPHA Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Public Health(5)
KPHA handover the conference flag to Thailand.
1st workshop on control and prevention of infectious disease in GMS region
8th World Alliance for Risk Factor Surveillance Global Conference

The theme of this year's conference is "Challenges in Developing Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance Globally for Monitoring Non-Communicable Diseases and Social Determinants of Health".
Tasks from WFPHA HQ

• Send the Membership Fee invoice
  At the beginning of May, APRLO act for WFPHA sent the 1st round 2014 Membership Fee Invoice to 60 members.

• Translate the announcement of 14th India Conference in Chinese and Call for Regional and Chinese to register

• WFPHA Job Share Program
WFPHA Job Share Program

- Strengthen the Official Relationship Between WHO/WPRO and WFPHA/APRLO (Including attend the RCM)
- Try to develop the new membership in the region
- Strengthen the regional network building and website building
  - Border area investigation and research on Epidemiology
  - Establish Regional Executive Committee of APRLO
- Call for the 14th World Congress in the region, especially for CPMA members
- Sponsor the 5th International Forum for Sustainable Vector Management
- Undertake the task from WFPHA headquarter (Deliver the invoice to WFPHA members, send the announcement to members)
- Promote the regional information exchange. Such as journal exchange, short term visiting and intern placement.
Thank you for your attention.